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Dictionary of Computer Science, and fully
revised by a team of computer specialists,
making it the most up-to-date and
authoritative guide to computing available.
Containing over 6,500 entries and with
expanded coverage of multimedia,
computer applications, networking, and
personal computer science, it is a
comprehensive
reference
work
encompassing all aspectsof the subject and
is as valuable for home and office users as
it is indispensable for students of computer
science. Terms are defined in a jargon-free
and concise manner with helpful examples
where relevant. The dictionary contains
approximately 150 new entries including
cloud computing, cross-site scripting, iPad,
semantic attack, smartphone, and virtual
learning environment. Recommended web
links for many entries, accessible via the
Dictionary
of
Computer
Science
companion
website,
providevaluable
further information and the appendices
include useful resources such as generic
domain names, file extensions, and the
Greek alphabet. This dictionary is suitable
for anyone who uses computers, and is
ideal for students of computer science and
the related fields of IT, maths, physics,
media
communications,
electronic
engineering, and natural sciences.
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an electronic device which is capable of receiving inform Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from
Oxford Dictionaries. Online Define Online at Buy Dictionary of Computer and Internet Terms (Barrons Business
Dictionaries) on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Computer Science Dictionary - Android Apps on Google
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Play Computing Dictionary is a software designed to help users find difficult words not to have access to dictionary
related to computer science. Dictionary of Computing - Oxford Reference Define computer: an electronic machine
that can store and work with large Subscribe to Americas largest dictionary and get thousands more definitions and
Dictionary of computer jargon A-D - Jon Storm A technology dictionary of acronyms and terms. Alphabetical
technology dictionary of terms commonly used in the industry. Lists technology The Urban Dictionary Mug. One side
has the word, one side has the definition. Microwave and dishwasher safe. Lotsa space for your liquids. Buy the mug. 2.
Dictionary of Computer Science - Oxford Reference Computer definition, a programmable electronic device designed
to accept data, perform prescribed mathematical and logical operations at high speed, and computer (noun) definition
and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Webopedia: Online Tech Dictionary for IT Professionals Computer science
definition, the science that deals with the theory and methods of processing information in digital computers, the design
of computer hardware H - Computer dictionary and glossary - Computer Hope This best-selling dictionary has been
fully revised by a team of computer specialists, making it the most up-to-date and authoritative guide to computing
available FOLDOC - Computing Dictionary Online definition, operating under the direct control of, or connected to, a
main computer. See more. Dictionary of Computer Terms and Acronyms - The Balance Previously named A
Dictionary of Computing, this bestselling dictionary has been renamed A Dictionary of Computer Science, and fully
revised by a team of Computer Glossary, Computer Terms - Technology Definitions and AppDev Business
software Computer Science Consumer Tech Data Center IT Management Networking Security Storage and Data Mgmt
The Tech Terms Computer Dictionary Techopedia has one of the webs most comprehensive computer dictionaries.
More than just a glossary, each term page goes into further detail with insights, A Dictionary of Computer Science Andrew Butterfield Gerard All that strange computer jargon turned into plain English. Computer Define Computer
at With more than 4000 Computer Terms and lots of pictorial representation of formulas, this Computer Science
Dictionary defines all the technical terms from Dictionary of Computer and Internet Terms (Barrons Business Over
6500 entriesPreviously named A Dictionary of Computing, this bestselling dictionary has been fully revised by a team of
computer specialists, making it the Computer Dictionary - Android Apps on Google Play Computer & Tech
Dictionary - the high tech online dictionary with thousands of computer and technology words, text messaging, IM, chat,
SMS, abbreviations, Computer Dictionary @ Computer Desktop Encyclopedia, Websters New World Hacker
Dictionary, and Websters New World Telecom Dictionary online and free at . Techopedia IT Dictionary for
Computer Terms and Tech Definitions computer meaning, definition, what is computer: an electronic machine that is
used for storing, organizing, and finding words, numbers. Learn more. Computer science Define Computer science at
Free Computer Dictionary Online. Computer terminology definitions including hardware, software, equipment, devices,
jargon abbreviations and more. Free computer terms, dictionary, and glossary - Computer Hope The Free On-line
Dictionary of Computing contains terms from computing such in fact any of the vocabulary you might expect to find in
a computer dictionary. Urban Dictionary: Computer 6 days ago Computer dictionary abbreviations, definitions,
glossary, and terms beginning with the letter H like hard drive, hardware, hub, HTML, hyphen, A - Computer
dictionary and glossary - Computer Hope This dictionary contain all the terms used in computer related to
input,output and processing and all the terms used in computer. each word contain meaning with computer Meaning in
the Cambridge English Dictionary Define computer (noun) and get synonyms. What is computer (noun)? computer
(noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. X - Computer dictionary and glossary Computer Hope The Tech Terms Computer Dictionary contains over 1200 technical terms with easy-to-understand
definitions. computer - definition of computer in English Oxford Dictionaries 6 days ago Computer dictionary
abbreviations, definitions, glossary, and terms beginning with the letter A like address bar, absolute path, AGP, ALU,
ASCII
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